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JOIN GEVORGYAN AND KHARAZIAN FOR PART II: CRISIS IN ARMENIA’S “RUSSIA-ONLY” SECURITY DOCTRINE — THE SECOND IN THE WHAT’S NEXT SERIES OF DISCUSSIONS ON THE POST-WAR ARMENIAN REALITY.

TOPICS TO BE COVERED
- Key Armenia-Russia security, defense and border protection treaties; collective security arrangements under Russia-led military bloc CSTO
- The application of Armenia-Russia security treaties during the 44-Day War; consequences of the 2016 transfer of air defense capabilities to Russia
- Armenia-Russia border protections treaties and Azerbaijan’s creeping annexation of Armenian territories
- Armenia’s quality of governance and policy-making and its impact on the country’s national security
- Armenia’s future under the “Russia-centered” security doctrine: opportunities and risks
- What can be done to mitigate current risks and manage future crises
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR ARMENIAN STUDIES AND RESEARCH (NAASR)-CALOUSTE GULBENKIAN FOUNDATION LECTURE SERIES ON CONTEMPORARY ARMENIAN ISSUES
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THE EVENT IS FREE
FOR INFORMATION: ARA@EDRCORP.NET
917.837.1297